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- Popular handle design 
  for protein processing

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Hooks available in LH, RH, and 
  center orientations

- Bright orange handles are made 
  of slip resistant, FDA approved
  polypropylene

- 1/4” stainless steel hooks are 
   hardened to a spring temper

- Sanitary, high-impact handle

- Bacteria, moisture, fats & grease
  can’t penetrate these handles! 
  
- Easy to clean

Meat Processing Hooks
Ergonomically designed hooks for use in protein processing applications.  Hooks are 
manufactured from 1/4” stainless steel, and are hardened to a spring temper.  Durable 
handles of textured, slip-resistant, easy-to-clean polypropylene provide a comfortable, 
anti-slip grip.  Barr Brothers hooks are proudly made in the USA.
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Innovative features of
Barr Brothers products

are making a difference...

1

Made in
U.S.A.
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ORIGINAL STYLE BONING HOOKS-FLAT PLASTIC HANDLESORIGINAL STYLE BONING HOOKS-FLAT PLASTIC HANDLES

42001

42002
42003
42004

ERGONOMIC HANDLE TOOLS - ORANGE PLASTICERGONOMIC HANDLE TOOLS - ORANGE PLASTIC

42037             
42043

42038
42044

42039
42045

SPECIAL ERGONOMIC HANDLES - ORANGE PLASTICSPECIAL ERGONOMIC HANDLES - ORANGE PLASTIC

42050

42051
42054

42052
42055

42053
42056
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T323 FLAT 4 1/2" open grip hook, flat handle 1/4" dia.

T324 PLAS
T325 PLAS
T326 PLAS

3 3/8" hook, flat handle, 13/64" dia.
4" hook, flat handle, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" hook, flat handle, 1/4" dia.

T325 PLHO
T326 PLHO

4" hook, left hand offset, hammer handle, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" hook, left hand offset, hammer handle, 1/4" dia.

T325 PLHC
T326 PLHC

4" hook, left hand center, hammer handle, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" hook, left hand center, hammer handle, 1/4" dia.

T325 PRHO
T326 PRHO

4" hook, right hand offset, hammer handle, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" hook, right hand offset, hammer handle, 1/4" dia.

42040
42046

T325 PRHC
T326 PRHC

4" hook, right hand center, hammer handle, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" hook, right hand center, hammer handle, 1/4" dia.

42041
42042

T500 PSTD
T500 PINV

Bio-Grip standard, 1/4" dia.
Bio-Grip inverted, 1/4" dia.

T323 PLAS 4 1/2" open grip hook, round ribbed handle 1/4" dia.

T325 PCTR
T326 PCTR

4" center pull hook, round handle, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" center pull hook, round handle, 1/4" dia.

T325 PLHR
T326 PLHR

4" left hand hook, round handle, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" left hand hook, round handle, 1/4" dia.

T325 PRHR
T326 PRHR

4" right hand hook, round handle, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" right hand hook, round handle, 1/4" dia.

Barr Brothers Hooks



PERSONAGRIP HANDLED PRODUCTSPERSONAGRIP HANDLED PRODUCTS

42060

42061
42064
42067

42062
42065
42068

42063
42066
42069

MISCELLANEOUS BUTCHER TOOLSMISCELLANEOUS BUTCHER TOOLS

42018

42019

42020
42021

42022
42023
42024
42025
42026

42030

42031
42032
42033

Barr Brothers Hooks
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T323 PGPC 4 1/2" open grip hook, center pull, 1/4" dia.

T324 PGPC
T325 PGPC
T326 PGPC

3 3/8" hook, center pull, 13/64" dia.
4" hook, center pull, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" hook, center pull, 1/4" dia.

T324 PGPL
T325 PGPL
T326 PGPL

3 3/8" hook, left hand offset 13/64" dia.
4" hook, left hand offset 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" hook, left hand offset 1/4" dia.

T324 PGPR
T325 PGPR
T326 PGPR

3 3/8" hook, right hand offset 13/64" dia.
4" hook, right hand offset, 1/4" dia.
5 1/2" hook, right hand offset, 1/4" dia.

T309 PLAS 5 1/2" Node Hook, straight

T310 PLAS 5 1/2" Node Hook, with bend

T310 DELI
T311 PLAS

8" Delicatessen/Butcher Serving Hook
5 3/8" Liver Selecting & Serving Hook

T3-6 BLK
T3-6 GRN
T3-6 ORG
T3-6 RED
T3-6 WHT

6" x 3" Scraper/Dough Cutter, Black Handle
6" x 3" Scraper/Dough Cutter, Green Handle
6" x 3" Scraper/Dough Cutter, Orange Handle
6" x 3" Scraper/Dough Cutter, Red Handle
6" x 3" Scraper/Dough Cutter, White Handle

T600PSTD-08 8" Selecting Hook

T600PSTD-12
T600PSTD-16
T600PSTD-20

12" Selecting Hook
16" Selecting Hook
20" Selecting Hook
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PORK LOIN TRIMMING KNIVESPORK LOIN TRIMMING KNIVES

42075
42076
42077
42078
42079
42080

REPLACEMENT BLADES AND HANDLESREPLACEMENT BLADES AND HANDLES

42083
42084
42085
42086
42087
42088
42089
42090

42027
42028
42029

42070
42071
42072
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T925 PLH
T925 PRH
T925 PCTR
T927 PFLE
T935 PLH
T935 PRH

Left Hand Loin Knife
Right Hand Loin Knife
Center Pull Loin Knife
Trimming Knife
Left Hand Loin Knife w/Lean Finger
Right Hand Loin Knife w/Lean Finger

T920 PLAS
T925 PCTR-R
T925 PLH-R
T925 PRH-R
T927 PFLE-R
T935 PLH-R
T935 PRH-R
T945 BLADE

Replacement Handle to fit all knives
Center Pull Loin Knife Blade
Left Hand Loin Knife Blade
Right Hand Loin Knife Blade
Loin Trimming Knife Blade
Left Hand Loin Knife Blade w/Lean Finger
Right Hand Loin Knife Blade w/Lean Finger
Denver Rib Knife Blade Only

TAS1 PLAS
T1001 SCB
T1002 SCB

18" Plastic Knife Pouch/Scabbard
Single Knife Aluminum Scabbard
Single Knife Aluminum Scabbard

GRIP TAPE
GRIP TAPE
PER TAPE

1" Wide x 12" Grip Tape
1" Wide x 30" Grip Tape w/ Training Video
Personagrip Training Video

Miscellaneous Butcher Knives

TAS1 PLAS
(sheath only)

T925 PCTR



Dexter’s NEW wide, bull-nose, clip-point safety tip blades are designed to increase knife 
safety, productive blade life, and yield.  Well suited for wing roller, shoulder cut, debone & trim, 
and tender score operations.  ST and CPT safety tip blade designs are patent pending.

Clip-Point Safety Tip Knives

Made in
U.S.A.

NEW, Innovative Features Make A Difference In 
Safety, Productivity, And Yield!

ST and CPT safety tip blade designs are patent pending

TM Knife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL cutlery steel offering
superior stain resistance, edge holding and edge restoration characteristics

Clip point blades are offered in a variety of ergonomically designed,
comfortable-to-use, easily cleaned handles

Clip point safety tip prevents injuries

The wide, bull-nose clip point blade helps reduce cutting force and
motion, providing more control resulting in increased yield
consistency and quality

Wider tip and straight blade profile is easier to sharpen in the knife
room and to maintain on-line

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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EP151WHG-2½CPT 

EP151WHGB-2½CPT

EP152WHG-3¼CPT 

EP152WHGB-3¼CPT

EP154-3¾CPT  

EP154-3¾B-CPT 

P151WHG-2½CPT 

P152WHG-3¼CPT 

11253

11253B

11423

11423B

11393

11393B

11173

11023

2½” wide clip point tender/shoulder/trim knife

2½” wide clip point tender/shoulder/trim knife

3¼” wide clip point deboning knife

3¼” wide clip point deboning knife

3¾” clip point utility/deboning knife

3¾” clip point utility/deboning knife

2½” wide clip point tender/shoulder/trim knife

3¼” wide clip point tender/shoulder/trim knife

EP154-4 CPT ¼ 11443 4¼” clip point utility/deboning knife

STP152WHG-3¼CPT 26383 3¼” wide clip point tender/shoulder/trim knife
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The handle shape, materials, and reverse hook finger 
guard virtually eliminate injuries due to slippages 
while remaining comfortable in all gripping positions

Length of handle extended to
fit all hands comfortably

Patented, ergonomic handle
with trademarked texture

Large surface area on top and sides of handle-
Formed, comfortable thumb recess for better
leverage and control

Anti-slip material eliminates fat barrier between
hand and handle, thus reducing gripping pressure
and fatigue

Ergonomically designed poultry knives to perform special cutting tasks such as trimming, boning, 
TM

stripping and ripping.  Knife blades are manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, 
and are super-sharp out of the box, long-lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Handles consist of anti-
slip material with a high-definition texture, and pronounced guard for a safe, secure grip.  Available in 
both black and high-visibility orange.  EP knives are proudly made in the USA.

EP - Ergonomic Poultry

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-lasting,
and are easily re-sharpened

Innovative features of EP
are making a difference...

- Most popular poultry de-boning knife in the Poultry industry
- Field tested and proven for maximum ergonomic results
- Exclusive slip-resistant texture reduces fatigue
- Extended handle fits all hands comfortably
- Available in black and High-Visibility orange

Made in
U.S.A.
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EP131F-5B
EP131F-5
EP131-5B
EP131-5
EP131-6
EP131F-6B
EP131F-6
EP131SF-6B
EP131SF-6

EP136B
EP136

EP136N

EP151HGB
EP151HG

EP152HGB
EP152HG

EP152WHG

EP153¾-3°DPB
EP153¾-3°DP

EP153¾WHGB
EP153¾WHG

EP154HGB
EP154HG

EP155WHGB
EP155WHG

EP156HGB
EP156HG

11273B
11273
11283B
11283
11293
11303B
11303
11363B
11363

11243B
11243

11383

11183B
11183

11193B
11193

11373

11203B
11203

11263B
11263

11213B
11213

11223B
11223

11233B
11233

5" curved, flexible boning knife, black handle
5" curved, flexible boning knife,
5" curved, semi-flex boning knife, black handle
5" curved, semi-flex boning knife
6" curved, semi-flex boning knife
6" curved, flexible boning knife, black handle
6" curved, flexible boning knife
6" curved, super-flex boning knife, black handle
6" curved, super-flex boning knife

6" wide stiff deboning knife, black handle
6" wide stiff deboning knife

6" narrow, stiff boning knife

2½" tender/shoulder/trim knife, black handle
2½" tender/shoulder/trim knife

3¼" clip point deboning knife, black handle
3¼" clip point deboning knife

3¼" wide clip point deboning knife

3¾" 3° drop point deboning knife, black handle
3¾" 3° drop pt. deboning knife

3¾" wide deboning knife, black handle
3¾" wide deboning knife

4½" utility/deboning knife, black handle
4½" utility/deboning knife

5" wide utility/deboning knife, black handle
5" wide utility/deboning knife

6" hollow ground deboning knife, black handle
6" hollow ground deboning knife

Ergonomic Poultry

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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For CPT and ST items, please refer to CPT/ST Flyer

Made in
U.S.A.
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C131-6
C131F-5
C131F-6

C131F-5DP

C135N-5

C136-3

C153¾HG
C153HG

C136-18°

03233
03203
03223

03263

03253

03283

03323
03313

03293

6" narrow curved boning knife
5" flexible curved boning knife
6" flexible curved boning knife

5" narrow boning knife

3" slitting knife

3¾" poultry knife, hollow ground
3½" poultry knife

6" forward right angle knife

Made in
U.S.A.

The handle shape, materials, and pronounced
finger guard virtually eliminate injuries due to
slippages, while remaining comfortable in all
gripping positions

High-visibility handle color is easy to see
and allows for easy retrieval of misplaced
knives

- Popular de-boning handle design 
  for fish, poultry, and meat
  processing

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Integral guard and handle 
  design is versatile and safe

- High-visibility handle color for easy 
  retrieval of misplaced knives

- Slip resistant

LIMELITE   
Ergonomically designed knives for use in protein processing applications.  Knife blades are 

TM
manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, long-
lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Durable handles offer a high-visibilty color, unique texture, and 
pronounced finger guard for a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter Limelite knives are proudly made in the USA.

TMTM

Innovative features 
of Limelite are
making a difference...

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-
lasting, and are easily re-sharpened

High definition handle texture
increases slip-resistance

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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5" flex curved boning knife, drop point

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics
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PDB131-6

PDB131F-6

PDB131SF-6

26843

26823

26833

6" curved, semi flex boning knife

6" curved, flexible boning knife

6" curved, super-flex boning knife

PDB LINE

Made in
U.S.A.

- Popular beef de-boning handle design
- Soft, ribbed texture promotes excellent ergonomics
- Integral guard design is versatile and safe
- Slip resistant

17.75
17.75

17.75
17.75

18.50
18.50

18.50

The handle shape, materials, and  finger guard virtually
eliminate injuries due to slippages while remaining
comfortable in all gripping positions

High definition ribbed handle texture 
increases slip-resistance

Handles color coded to
indicate blade flex

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-lasting,
and are easily re-sharpened

Innovative features of PDB are making a difference...

Ergonomically designed knives for use in protein processing applications. Knife blades are 
TMmanufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, long-

lasting, and easily re-sharpened. Soft handle material offers a unique feel, and pronounced ribs and 
finger guard provide a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter PDB knives are proudly made in the USA.

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics

11
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PDC131-5

PDC131SF-5

PDC131SF-6

27403

27423

27493

5" curved, semi-flex boning knife

5" curved, super-flex boning knife

6" curved, super-flex boning knife

PDC LINE

Made in
U.S.A.

The Premium Comfort handle design, shape,
materials, and finger guard virtually eliminate 
injuries due to slippages while remaining 
comfortable in all gripping positions

High definition, ribbed handle texture 
increases slip-resistance

Anti-slip material eliminates fat barrier 
between hand and handle, thus reducing 
gripping pressure and fatigue

Dexter edges are sharper out 
of the box, long-lasting, and 
are easily re-sharpened

Innovative features 
of PDC are 

making a difference...

Ergonomically designed knives for use in
protein processing applications.  Knife 
blades are manufactured from proprietary

TM 
DEXSTEEL cutlery steel, are super-sharp
out of the box, long-lasting, and easily
re-sharpened.  Soft handle material
offers a unique feel, and pronounced ribs
and finger guard provide a safe, anti-slip
grip.  Items are color coded to indicate
blade flex.  Dexter PDC knives are 
proudly made in the USA.

Popular beef de-boning 
handle design

Soft, ribbed texture promotes 
excellent ergonomics

Integral guard design is 
versatile and safe

Slip resistant

Color coded to indicate blade flex

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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Knife blades are made with proprietary 
TM DEXSTEEL cutlery steel offering 

superior stain resistance, edge holding 
and edge restoration characteristics
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Ergonomically designed knives for use in protein processing applications. Knife blades are 
TMmanufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, 

long-lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Durable handles offer a unique texture and pronounced 
finger guard for a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter PDM knives are proudly made in the USA.

Innovative features of PDM 
are making a difference...

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-lasting,
and are easily re-sharpened

High definition handle texture 
increases slip-resistance

Anti-slip material eliminates fat barrier between
hand and handle, thus reducing gripping pressure
and fatigue

Made in
U.S.A.

PDM Line

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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- Handle shape is popular in all processing industries

- Unique handle texture and shape promotes excellent ergonomics

- Direct replacement for competitive models

- Extremely slip resistant

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics

The handle shape, materials, and reverse hook finger 
guard virtually eliminate injuries due to slippages 
while remaining comfortable in all gripping positions

15
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PDM12-5¼
PDM12-6

PDM131-5
PDM131F-5

PDM131S -5

PDM131-6
PDM131F-6
PDM131S -6
PDM131S F-6

PDM132N-8

PDM136

PDM152HG

27063
27073

27003
27013

27093

27023
27033
27043
27053

26993

26983

27263

5¼" lamb skinner
6" beef skinner

5" semi-flex curved boning knife
5" flexible curved boning knife

5" stiff curved boning knife

6" semi-flex curved boning knife
6" flexible curved boning knife
6" stiff curved boning knife
6" super-flex curved boning knife

8" breaking knife

6" wide stiff boning knife

3¼" clip point deboning knife

Made in
U.S.A.

PDM Line

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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Ergonomically designed knives for use in protein processing applications. Knife blades are 
TMmanufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, 

long-lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Durable handles offer a unique texture and pronounced 
finger guard for a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter PDM knives are proudly made in the USA.

For ST items, please see ST FlyerFor ST items, please see ST Flyer

16



PDS LINE

Made in
U.S.A.

The Premium Comfort Handle shape, materials,
and finger guard virtually eliminate injuries due
to slippages while remaining comfortable
in all gripping positions

High definition, handle texture 
increases slip-resistance

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-lasting,
and are easily re-sharpened

Innovative features of PDS are making a difference...

Ergonomically designed knives for use in protein processing applications.  Blades are manufactured from 
TM

proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel and are super-sharp out of the box, long-lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  
Soft handle material offers a unique feel, and pronounced ribs and finger guard provide a 
safe, anti-slip grip.  Items are color coded to indicate blade flex.  Dexter PDS knives are proudly made
In the USA.

- Popular beef de-boning 
  handle design

- Soft, ribbed texture promotes 
  excellent ergonomics

- Integral guard design is 
  versatile and safe

- Slip resistant

PDS131SF-6 27173 6" super-flex curved boning knife

Color coded to indicate blade flex

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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PDS138 27203 8" wide stiff boning knife, large handle

PDS132N-8 27193 8" breaking knife, large handle

PDS12-5 1/4 27213 5¼" lamb skinner, large handle

PDS12-6 27223 6" beef skinner, large handle

PDS131-5
PDS131F-5

27103
27113

5" semi-flex curved boning knife
5" flexible curved boning knife

PDS131-6
PDS131F-6

27123
27133

6" semi-flex curved boning knife
6" flexible curved boning knife

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics

For ST items, please refer to ST Flyer
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PDX131SF-6

PDX131-6 26923

26953 6" super-flex curved boning knife

6" semi-flex curved boning knife

PDX LINE

Made in
U.S.A.

Ergonomically designed knives for use in protein processing applications.  Knife blades are 
TM

manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, long-
lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Durable handles offer a unique texture, minimal finger guard for 
custom cutting applications, and a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter PDX knives are proudly made in the 
USA.

Innovative features 
of PDX are
making a difference...

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-lasting,
and are easily re-sharpened

The handle shape and materials virtually 
eliminate injuries due to slippages while 
emaining comfortable in all gripping positions

High definition ribbed handle texture 
increases slip-resistance

Minimal finger guard for cutting applications
which require custom grips

- Popular beef de-boning 
  handle design

- Soft, ribbed texture promotes 
  excellent ergonomics

- Integral guard design is 
  versatile and safe

- Slip resistant

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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TM
Knife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics

Handles color coded to
indicate blade flex
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Dexter’s NEW Safety Tip blades are designed to increase knife safety, productive blade life, 
and yield.  Well suited for wing roller, salvage, and evis & kill areas within the poultry industry.  
ST and CPT safety tip blade designs are patent pending.

Safety Tip Knives

NEW, Innovative Features Make A Difference 
In Safety, Productivity, And Yield!

Made in
U.S.A.

Wider, safety tip blade design increases productive blade life
and yield

Safety tip prevents poke injuries while providing an effective
tip for piercing and slicing

Unique blade geometry helps prevent over-cuts and nicking, while
offering increased blade surface for fluid, high-yielding controlled cut

Wider, Safety Tip blade with slightly curved tip is easier to sharpen in 
the knife room and to maintain on-line

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

ST and CPT safety tip blade designs are patent pending

TM Knife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL cutlery steel offering 
superior stain resistance, edge holding and edge restoration characteristics
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EP131-5ST
EP131SF-6ST

EP156HG-ST

EP156HGB-ST

PDM131-5ST

PDM131-6ST
PDM131S-6ST

PDM135ST

PDM136ST

PDM156HG-ST

PDM132N-8ST

PDS138ST w/gd

114F-ST
114H-ST
S114H-ST

S114HB-ST

11433
11413

11403

11403B

27243

27283
27323

27303

27313

27273

27663

27233

04213
04203
04223

04233

5" curved, semi-flex boning knife with safety tip
6” curved, super-flex boning knf. with safety tip

6" hollow ground deboning knife with safety tip

6" hollow ground deboning knife with safety tip
 

5" curved, semi-flex boning knife with safety tip

6" curved, semi-flex boning knife with safety tip
6" curved, stiff boning knife with safety tip

5” straight boning knife

6” straight boning knife

6" hollow ground deboning knife with safety tip

8” narrow breaking knife with safety tip

8” trim knife with safety tip

7½” flexible trimming knife with safety tip, carbon steel
7½” stiff heading knife with safety tip, carbon steel
7½” stiff heading knife with safety tip 

7½” stiff heading knife with safety tip

Dexter Safety Tip knives are available in a variety of ergonomically designed, comfortable-to-use handles to help 
TMincrease productivity and worker safety.  Knife blades are manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel,  

are sharp out of the box, long lasting and are easily re-sharpened. Dexter Safety Tip knives are proudly made in the 
USA. ST and CPT Safety Tip blade designs are patent pending.

Safety Tip Knives

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com
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S133N-7PCP

S133-7PCP
S133-8PCP
S133-9PCP

S138

Made in
U.S.A.

The handle shape, materials, and pronounced
finger guard virtually eliminate injuries due to
slippages, while remaining comfortable in all
gripping positions

Sanitary, easy-to-clean, high-impact handle, 
  withstands high and low temperatures

- Popular handle design 
  for fish processing

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Integral guard and handle 
  design is versatile and safe

- Stain-free, high-carbon steel blades

- Sanitary, high-impact handle
  
- Easy to clean

Sani-Safe  Fish Processing
Ergonomically designed knives for use in fish processing applications.  Knife blades are manufactured 

TM
from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, long-lasting, and easily 
re-sharpened.  Durable handles of textured, slip-resistant, easy-to-clean polypropylene include a 
pronounced finger guard for a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter Sani-Safe knives are proudly made in the USA.

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-
lasting, and are easily re-sharpened

High definition handle texture
increases slip-resistance

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

Innovative features 
of Sani-Safe  are

making a difference...

S131-6PCP
S131F-6PCP

01493
01483

6” narrow curved boning knife
6” flexible curved boning knife

S136F-PCP
S136N-PCP

01543
01563

6” flexible boning knife
6” narrow boning knife

S136NC-PCP
S136NG-PCP
S136NR-PCP
S136NY-PCP

01563C
01563G
01563R
01563Y

6” narrow boning knife, blue handle
6” narrow boning knife, green handle
6” narrow boning knife, red handle
6” narrow boning knife, yellow handle

10613 7” narrow fillet knife

10203
10213
10243

7” fillet knife
8” fillet knife
9” fillet knife

10223PCP 8” wide fillet knife

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics
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S142-9SC-PCP

S112-12H

S119PCP

S127PCP

S129PCP

S120PCP

S121PCP

S126PCP

S134PCP

S137PCP

S124

S125

S104SC-PCP

NTL24

S151SC-GWE-PCP
S151SC-GWE w/sheath

S132-10PCP
S132-12PCP

05533
05543

10” cimeter steak knife
12” cimeter steak knife

DDS-10PCP
DDS-12PCP
DDS-10S-PCP
DDS-12S-PCP

07613
07633
07603
07623

10” diamond sharpener
12” diamond sharpener
10” diamond sharpener w/swivel
12” diamond sharpener w/swivel

WS-1

SSG1-S
SSG1-M
SSG1-L
SSG1-X

20450 knife scabbard for up to 9” blade

82003
82013
82023
82033

cut resistant glove, size small
cut resistant glove, size medium
cut resistant glove, size large
cut resistant glove, size x-large

13563 9” scalloped utility slicer

04143 12” fish splitter

10523 3” clam knife

10443 3” clam knife

10453 3 3/8” clam knife

10463 4” oyster knife, Boston pattern

10473 2 3/4” oyster knife, New Haven pattern

10483 2 3/4” oyster knife, Providence pattern

10493 3” oyster knife, Boston pattern

10503 4” oyster knife, Galveston pattern

10253 2” scallop knife

10193 4½” sliming knife 

15373 3 ” scalloped parer¼

15403 3 ” net, twine, line knife w/sheath¼

15343
15353

3½” utility/net knife
3½” utility/net knife w/sheath
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S131-6PCP
S131F-6PCP

S116-6

S154HG-PCP

S135F-PCP
S135N-PCP

S136F-PCP
S136N-PCP

- Popular handle design 
  for protein processing

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Integral guard and handle 
  design is versatile and safe

- Stain-free, high-carbon steel blades

- Sanitary, high-impact handle, 
  
- Easy to clean

Sani-Safe  Meat Processing
Ergonomically designed knives for use in protein processing applications.  Knife blades are 

TM
manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, 
long-lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Durable handles of textured, slip-resistant, easy-to-
clean polypropylene include a pronounced finger guard for a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter Sani-
Safe knives are proudly made in the USA.

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

Innovative features 
of Sani-Safe  are

making a difference...

01463
01473

S131-5
S131F-5

5” narrow curved boning knife
5” flexible curved boning knife

01493
01483

6” narrow curved boning knife
6” flexible curved boning knife

02473 6” stiff boning knife

01143 4½” boning knife, hollow ground

S156HG 01173 6” boning knife, hollow ground-PCP

01513
01503

5” flexible boning knife
5” narrow boning knife

01543
01563

6” flexible boning knife
6” narrow boning knife

Made in
U.S.A.

The handle shape, materials, and pronounced
finger guard virtually eliminate injuries due
to slippages, while remaining comfortable
in all gripping positions

Sanitary, easy-to-clean, high-impact handle, 
  withstands high and low temperatures

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-
lasting, and are easily re-sharpened

High definition handle texture
increases slip-resistance

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics
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S410

S5½

WS-1

S136NC-PCP
S136NG-PCP
S136NR-PCP
S136NY-PCP

S132N-8
S132N-10

S132-10PCP
S132-12PCP

S112-6PCP
S112-8PCP

S112-10PCP
S112-12PCP

S191H
S192H
S193H
S194H

#6 Node

114F-7½ 
114H-7½ 
S114H

SL12-5¼

SB12-6

199S
199SB
199R

S5387PCP

DDS-10PCP
DDS-12PCP
DDS-10S-PCP
DDS-12S-PCP

SSG1-S
SSG1-M
SSG1-L
SSG1-X

01563C
01563G
01563R
01563Y

6” narrow boning knife, blue handle
6” narrow boning knife, green handle
6” narrow boning knife, red handle
6” narrow boning knife, yellow handle

05523
05493

8” breaking knife
10” breaking knife

05533
05543

10” cimeter steak knife
12” cimeter steak knife

04123
04133

04103
04113

6” butcher knife
8” butcher knife

10” butcher knife
12” butcher knife

09123
09133
09143
09153

3” boning hook, 5/16” diameter
4” boning hook, 5/16” diameter
4” boning hook, 1/4” diameter
5 1/2” boning hook, 1/4” diameter 

09553 1 3/4” frankfurt skinner

09173 6” node hook

09080 5 1/2” liver hook 

04073
04083
04053

7½” flexible trimming knife 
7½” stiff heading knife
7½” stiff heading knife, stainless steel

06143 5  sheep skinner¼”

06123 6” skinning knife

09303
09313
09323

4” square bone dust scraper
4” square bone dust scraper, bulk pack 144
4” round bone dust scraper

08253 7” stainless cleaver

07613
07633
07603
07623

10” diamond sharpener
12” diamond sharpener
10” diamond sharpener w/swivel
12” diamond sharpener w/swivel

20450 knife scabbard for up to 9” blade

82003
82013
82023
82033

cut resistant glove, size small
cut resistant glove, size medium
cut resistant glove, size large
cut resistant glove, size x-large

For ST items, please refer to ST flyer26



S136PCP

The handle shape, materials, and pronounced
finger guard virtually eliminate injuries due to
slippages, while remaining comfortable in all
gripping positions

- Popular handle design 
  for poultry processing

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Integral guard and handle 
  design is versatile and safe

- Stain-free, high-carbon steel blades

- Sanitary, high-impact handle
  
- Easy to clean

Sani-Safe  Poultry Processing
Ergonomically designed knives for use in poultry processing applications.  Knife blades are 

TM
manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, 
long-lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Durable handles of textured, slip-resistant, easy-to-clean 
polypropylene include a pronounced finger guard for a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter Sani-Safe 
knives are proudly made in the USA.

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-
lasting, and are easily re-sharpened

High definition handle texture
increases slip-resistance

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

Innovative features 
of Sani-Safe  are

making a difference...

Made in
U.S.A.

S136N-PCP 01563 6” narrow boning knife

S154HG-PCP 01143 4½” boning knife, hollow ground

S156HG 01173 6” boning knife, hollow ground-PCP

DDS-10PCP
DDS-12PCP
DDS-10S-PCP
DDS-12S-PCP

07613
07633
07603
07623

10” diamond sharpener
12” diamond sharpener
10” diamond sharpener w/swivel
12” diamond sharpener w/swivel

S119PCP 10523 3” clam knife

01523 6” wide boning knife

S128 11043 3” poultry sticker

S130 11073 2½” poultry pinner

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics

Sanitary, easy-to-clean, high-impact handle, 
  withstands high and low temperatures
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Made in
U.S.A.

Dexter edges are sharper out of
the box, long-lasting, and are
easily re-sharpened

The handle shape, materials, and pronounced
finger guard virtually eliminate injuries due
to slippages while remaining comfortable
in all gripping positions

TMHigh definition SofGrip  handle texture 
increases slip-resistance

- Popular poultry de-boning handle design 
  
- Soft handle to ease hand and wrist tension

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Integral guard and handle 
  design is versatile and safe

- Full poultry line for every 
  on-line cutting need

- Slip resistant

Innovative features of
TMSofGrip  Poultry

are making a difference...

Handle designed to fit all sized hands

Multiple blade sizes for every
on-line cutting need

Ergonomically designed knives for use in poultry processing applications.  Knife blades are 
TM

manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, long-
TMlasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Durable SofGrip  handles offer a unique texture and a 

TMpronounced finger guard for a safe, anti-slip grip.  Dexter SofGrip  poultry knives are proudly made 
in the USA.

Sofgrip  Poultry LineTMTM

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics
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P119

P131-5

P152HG

P152HGC

P152HGG

P152WHG

P153HG

P153HGC

P153¾WHG

P154HG

P154HGC

P154HGG

P155WHG

P156HG

11083

11093

11103

11103C *

11103G *

11013

11113

11113C *

11053

11123

11123C *

11123G *

11133

11143

3" poultry/oyster knife, polypropylene handle

5" curved stiff poultry knife

3¼" clip point deboning knife

3¼" clip point deboning knife, blue handle

3¼" clip point deboning knife, green handle

3¼" wide clip point deboning knife

3½" vent knife

3½" vent knife, blue handle

3¾" wide deboning knife

4½" utility/deboning knife

4½" utility/deboning knife, blue handle

4½" utility/deboning knife, green handle

5" wide utility/deboning knife

6" hollow ground deboning knife

Made in
U.S.A.

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

Sofgrip  Poultry LineTMTM

* Polypropylene handle - 300 minimum quantity

For CPT items, please refer to CPT flyer
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ST135N

ST131-5
ST131-6
ST131S-6
ST131F-6

26093
26103
26043
26053

26013

5" curved, semi flex boning knife, blue flex
6" curved, semi flex boning knife, blue flex
6" curved stiff boning knife
6" curved flexible boning knife

5" narrow stiff boning knife

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-
lasting, and are easily re-sharpened

The handle design mirrors the natural contours
of the hand, helping to reduce hand and
wrist tension, offering a comfortable,
safe, anti-slip grip
 

High definition handle textured finish
increases slip-resistance

Integral guard and handle shape promotes
safe and comfortable use for all size
hands and gripping positions

ST LINE
Ergonomically designed knives for use in foodservice processing applications.  Knife blades are 

TM
manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, long-
lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Durable handles offer a unique shape that mirrors the natural 
contours of the hand, helping to reduce hand and wrist tension offering a comfortable, safe, anti-slip 
grip.  Dexter ST knives are proudly made in the USA.

Innovative features 
of ST are
making a difference...

Made in
U.S.A.

- Popular beef and pork de-boning
  handle design

- Works well with medium to larger hands

- Integral guard and handle 
  design is versatile and safe

- Slip resistant

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

ST136

ST12-5
STS12-5

¼
¼

ST12-6
STS12-6

26083

26163
26183

26153
26173

6" wide stiff boning knife

5¼" carbon lamb skinner
5¼" stainless lamb skinner

6" carbon beef skinner
6” stainless beef skinner

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics
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STP136

STP151HG

STP152HG

STP153HG

STP153¾HG

STP154HG

STP155WHG

STP156HG

26373

26293

26303

26313

26363

26323

26333

26343

6" wide stiff deboning knife

2½" tender/shoulder/trim knife

3¼" clip point deboning knife

3½" vent knife

3¾" deboning knife

4½" utility/deboning knife

5" wide utility/deboning knife

6" hollow ground deboning knife

STP LINE

Made in
U.S.A.

Handle sized for all hands, designed to perform
well with protective handwear and in slippery
conditions

Innovative features of STP
are making a difference...

- Popular poultry de-boning 
   handle design

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Integral guard and handle 
  design is versatile and safe

- Slip resistant

Ergonomically designed poultry knives perform special cutting tasks such as trimming, boning, 
TMstripping and ripping.  Knife blades are manufactured from proprietary DEXSTEEL  cutlery 

steel, and are super-sharp out of the box, long-lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Handles 
consist of anti-slip material with a high-definition texture and pronounced guard for a safe, 
secure grip.  Dexter STP knives are proudly made in the USA.

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-
lasting, and are easily re-sharpened

Integral guard and handle shape promotes
safe and comfortable use for all size
hands and gripping positions

High definition handle textured finish
increases slip-resistance

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

TMKnife blades are made with proprietary DEXSTEEL
cutlery steel offering superior stain resistance, edge
holding and edge restoration characteristics
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Made in
U.S.A.

- Popular blade patterns 
  for fish processing

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Natural hardwood handles are formed 
  to conform to the hand for secure, 
  comfortable grip

- Stain-free, high-carbon or classic
  high-carbon steel blades 
  

Traditional  Fish Processing
Professional quality knives for use in fish processing applications.  Knife blades are either stain-
free, high-carbon steel or classic high-carbon steel.  Edges are super-sharp out of the box, long-
lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Handles of durable hardwood are secured to the blade with 
brass compression rivets. Dexter Traditional knives are proudly made in the USA.

Innovative features of
TM Dexter Traditional  are

making a difference...

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-
lasting, and are easily re-sharpened

Handles are secured to the blade 
with brass compression rivets

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

Natural hardwood handles are formed to conform
to the hand for secure, comfortable grip

TMTM

1375
1376

01660
01880

5” wide boning knife
6” wide boning knife

1377
1378

02130
02150

7” wide boning knife
8” wide boning knife

2333-8PCP
2333-9PCP

10351
10361

8” fillet knife
9” fillet knife

#1

#3

20410

20440

leather sheath for up to 9” blade

leather sheath for up to 6” blade

8

Finest quality steel creates an edge that 
lasts longer and stays sharper on-line
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S17

20129

S1712¾NH

22

23

2022

1674½

2212

4215

P8
P10

R12B

DDS-10PCP
DDS-12PCP
DDS-10S-PCP
DDS-12S-PCP

07613
07633
07603
07623

10” diamond sharpener
12” diamond sharpener
10” diamond sharpener w/swivel
12” diamond sharpener w/swivel

SSG1-S
SSG1-M
SSG1-L
SSG1-X

82003
82013
82023
82033

cut resistant glove, size small
cut resistant glove, size medium
cut resistant glove, size large
cut resistant glove, size x-large

07050 12” ceramic sharpener

07010
07020

8” ceramic sharpener
10” ceramic sharpener

10411 5” fish knife

10311 4½” sheath knife

10030 4½” fish knife

10281 4” fish knife

10731 2 3/8” oyster knife, Providence pattern

10721 4” oyster knife, Boston pattern

10710 2 3/4” oyster knife, New Haven pattern

10741 3 3/8” clam knife

10700 3” clam knife

Traditional  Fish Processing
TMTM
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Made in
U.S.A.

- Popular blade patterns 
  for meat processing

- Works well with all sized hands 
  and designed to work well in 
  slippery conditions

- Natural hardwood handles are formed 
  to conform to the hand for secure, 
  comfortable grip

- Stain-free, high-carbon or classic
  high-carbon steel blades 
  

Traditional  Meat Processing
Professional quality knives for use in protein processing applications.  Knife blades are either 
stain-free, high-carbon steel or classic high-carbon steel.  Edges are super-sharp out of the box, 
long-lasting, and easily re-sharpened.  Handles of durable hardwood are secured to the blade 
with brass compression rivets.  Dexter Traditional knives are proudly made in the USA.

Finest quality steel creates an edge that 
lasts longer and stays sharper on-line

Dexter edges are sharper out of the box, long-
lasting, and are easily re-sharpened

Handles are secured to the blade 
with brass compression rivets

Dexter-Russell, Inc.  44 River Street, Southbridge, MA 01550  Tel: 508-765-0201  Fax: 508-764-2897  sales@dexter1818.com

www.dexter1818.comwww.dexter1818.com

Natural hardwood handles are formed to conform
to the hand for secure, comfortable grip

TMTM

Innovative features of
TM Dexter Traditional  are

making a difference...

1375
1376

01660
01880

5” wide boning knife
6” wide boning knife

2016

2316

12741-6
12741-6F

S13G6NR-PCP

1376NR
1376HBR

1376R

1376N
1376HB

02681 6” stiff boning knife

02821 6” stiff boning knife

01445
01455

6” semi-stiff curved boning knife
6 flexible curved boning knife

01350 6” narrow boning knife

02100
02060

6” narrow boning knife
6” ham boning knife

6” narrow boning knife
6” ham boning knife

01930 6” wide boning knife

02070
02010
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1377
1378

02130
02150

7” wide boning knife
8” wide boning knife

8

#1

#3

20410

20440

leather sheath for up to 9” blade

leather sheath for up to 6” blade

1012-6 02611 6” stiff boning knife

1012G-6 02661 6” stiff boning knife, formed handle

2315-6 02801 6” stiff boning knife

22345-6N 01355 6” narrow boning knife

21945-6 01255 6” wide stiff boning knife

012-6BU
012-8BU

04351
04451

6” butcher knife
8” butcher knife

012G-8BU 04691 8” butcher knife, formed handle

012-12BU 04641 12” butcher knife

S12

5387

S5287
S5288
S5289

2014H-7½CG

L012G-5¼

012-5SK
012-6SK

012G-6SK

41842-6

1076CG

012G-6HG

09110 12” beef tier

08070 7” cleaver

08220
08230
08240

7” stainless heavy duty cleaver
8” stainless heavy duty cleaver
9” stainless heavy duty cleaver

05661 7½” heading knife, combination guard

06371 5¼” sheep skinning knife

06211
06221

5” skinning knife
6” skinning knife

06321 6” skinning knife

06501 6” skinning knife, hollow ground

06325 6” beef skinner

06010 6” sticking knife, combination guard
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Looking for product solutions to production challenges?  
Dexter-Russell has just made your job EASIER with edge 
maintenance tools designed to help production managers 
minimize cost and inventory, while increasing 
productivity.

Sharpeners & Butcher Steels Tapered points for easy
sharpening lead-in

8”-14” rod lengths for maximum
efficiency and productivity

Made in
U.S.A.
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Dexter knives are shipped from the factory with a super-sharp 
feather edge.  With continued use, this feather edge rolls over 
and the knife appears dull.  A few simple strokes on a Dexter 
butcher steel will realign and restore a sharp edge.

DEXTER HAS THE EDGE ON

PROCESSING SHARPENERS

DEXTER HAS THE EDGE ON

PROCESSING SHARPENERS

Dexter Sharpeners
With continued use, every knife will need to be re-sharpened.  
This can be accomplished by using a Dexter knife sharpener 
which actually removes steel from the blade and restores the 
super-sharp, feather edge.

Finger guards for
operator safety

Comfortable, durable, easy-
to-clean handles

Hang rings for
easy access

DMS2200

NWSC-8
NWSC-10
NWSR-10
NWSS-10

07850
07830
07840
07820

07750

8" no work steel, coarse
10” no work steel, coarse
10” no work steel, rough
10” no work steel, smooth

EZ on-line sharpener

12SB-10
12SB-12

1237-12
1237-14

1012B
1212B
1412B

1227-10
1227-12
1227-14

1258B
1258W
1458B

07313
07323

07201
07231

07353
07373
07393

07271
07281
07291

07433
07181
07453

10" smooth butcher steel
12” smooth butcher steel

12" butcher steel
14” butcher steel

10” butcher steel
12” butcher steel
14” butcher steel

10” butcher steel
12” butcher steel
14” butcher steel

12” butcher steel, black handle
12” butcher steel, white handle
14” butcher steel

Dexter
No-Work

Steels

Dexter
No-Work

Steels

Dexter Butcher Steels



Dexter Knife Sharpeners
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P8
P10
R12B

DDS-10PCP
DDS-12PCP

DDS-10S-PCP
DDS-12S-PCP

07613
07633

07603
07623

07010
07020
07050

10” diamond sharpener
12” diamond sharpener

10” diamond sharpener w/swivel
12” diamond sharpener w/swivel

8” ceramic sharpener
10” ceramic sharpener
12” ceramic sharpener

DDS-12B-PCP

10SXL-PCP
12SXL-PCP
14SXL-PCP

3-WAY

EDGE 13

EDGE 14

EDGE 15

EDGE-10
EDGE-11

07633B

07333
07343
07363

07080

07944

07945

07946

07940
07941

12” diamond sharpener, black handle

10” sharpening steel
12” sharpening steel
14” sharpening steel

3 rod ceramic knife sharpener

8” waterstone

®11½” Crystolon /India benchstone

tri-stone sharpening system

8½” bench oil stone
11½” bench oil stone
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